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INTRODUCTION
As a major UK manufacturer and software 
developer Genee provides whole solutions 
to create innovative interactive environments 
for your business, enabling you and your 
staff to stand out above your competitors. 
Having been at the forefront since 2005 for 
manufacturing interactive displays right through 
to registrars, we are confident our versatile and 
bespoke solutions can be used as the perfect 
collaboration tool for all corporate spaces. 

WHY DO YOU NEED 
OUR SOLUTION?
BENEFITS…

 Wireless display casting to the screen from any 
device.

 Display and manipulate multiple files, images and 
videos on the screen. 

 Accessibility to all files.

 Increased efficiency with streamlining tasks.

IDEAL FOR… 

 Offices 

 Boardrooms 

 Huddle Spaces

 TV Display Areas

 Reception Areas

 Waiting Areas

 Showrooms

 Hallways 

IN ADDITION…

 We help reduce 
your company’s 
carbon footprint.

 Our products are 
interoperable.

 Support from UK 
based Genee 
specialists.

 All data is kept in 
the UK.
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We have developed the Genee Ecosystem to help your businesses 
become more productive by streamlining tasks, allowing better 
collaborations and communications. 

It has everything you need: 

Registrar System which reduces time management and control 
administration work and keeps your business safe and secure as you 
know who is in your building at any time. The system meets your GDPR 
regulations. 

Interactive Touchscreens that are adaptable for board rooms, huddle 
rooms and conference rooms.

OPS (Open Pluggable Specification) units enable interactive screens to 
work as a standalone system without the need for wires or network / PC 
devices. Helping to futureproof your technology investments.

Genee Soundbar (soundbar with built in camera and microphone) 
perfect to collaborate external meetings and video conferencing.  

Visualisers (Document Cameras) that help showcase documents and 
reduce your businesses carbon footprint.  

Wall Mounts and Stands to provide the perfect means for displaying 
your interactive touchscreen in your office, displays, meeting rooms, 
presentation areas and information hubs.

All of our products are supported by our internal UK team and come with 
a comprehensive warranty. 
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YOUR 
VISITOR 
HAS 
ARRIVED!

If your business has visitors or staff, then you 
need a registrar system.  

GENEE REGISTRAR HELPS
 Your business become GDPR compliant.

 Increases visibility of who is coming 
in and out of your business. 

 Keep track of employee sign in and out times 
for both office and remote workers.

Genee’s Visitor Management System provides 
you with a secure and flexible record of visitors, 
staff and customers’ attendance on site. 

Visitors can sign in quickly and easily provide 
essential details such as their car registration and the 
company they are visiting from, so that you always 
have simple access to detailed visitor information. 

Every sign in will take an image and store it to the 
system, this will enable organisations to verify the 
identity of a sign in. View a report to see the sign in 
times and images along with additional details.   

SEND AUTOMATED EMAIL 
NOTIFICATION WHEN 
VISITORS ARRIVE 
Genee Registrar will notify you when your 
visitor signs in! When your visitors arrive 
and signs into the registrar system, 
you will get an email notification 
stating they have arrived. 
This powerful software 
can eliminate 
the need for a 
receptionist!  

THE COMPLETE 
VISITOR 
MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTION
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Each visitor receives a temporary, barcoded badge with 
their photo on for easy security checking. They can use 
this badge to quickly sign in & out throughout the day 
without having to re-register each time. 

Staff can sign in and out every day using specially printed 
permanent barcoded passes, giving you a record not 
only of which staff are on-site, but also a record of their 

timekeeping for HR & Payroll purposes. The Genee 
Registrar also incorporates a mobile app that can be 
used to view who is inside the building at any time, as well 
as to check times of signings in and out. This app can 
work highly effectively when an emergency evacuation is 
required, giving a quick and complete evacuation register.

MULTIPLE SITE / POINT OF ENTRY
If your business has multiple sites or point of entry registrar is adaptable allowing you to link more than one system 
together to work seamlessly across your building and other sites.

Each Genee Registrar unit consists of 
a touch screen PC, Registrar software, 
camera, thermal label printer and 
barcode scanner, along with options to 
include an NFC card reader or Paxton 
Net2 entry reader.

1 Full high-definition (FHD) camera

2 23.5" touchscreen Narrow Bezel Full 
HD IPS (1920x1080) display with touch 
and anti-glare

3 All-in-one height adjustable stand (wall 
or desk mount optional)

4 Thermal label printer

5 Fixed mount scanner

OTHER FEATURES OF 
GENEE REGISTRAR Customisation Cloud Based

Visitor Sign In Backups

Meetings Remote Support

Sign in & out Sign In Staff

Evacuation Mode User Management

Reports Multiple Site / Point of Entry

GDPR Back End Access

DBS Registered Visitors

Registrar will now 
automatically email an 
outlook .ics calendar 
invite to all invited 
members of a meeting.

AUTO GENERATE 
CALENDAR INVITES 
FOR EVENTS

Call us on +44 (0)1902 390 862 (UK Sales option 1) and ask for a FREE demonstration.
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G-TOUCH® RUBY RANGE  

Next in the Gem Series is the G-Touch® Ruby, packed 
with features similar to the Sapphire to enhance your 
presentations, meetings and training sessions. The 
Ruby includes Android 8, large on-board storage, 
Wi-Fi accessibility, larger memory, and wireless 
device casting perfect for collaborative projects. 

G-TOUCH® SAPPHIRE RANGE  

Is an easy-to-use and powerful G-Touch® Interactive 
Range to elevate engagement and empower presenters. 
Utilising the latest anti-glare technology, the G-Touch® 
Sapphire ensures that content is always visible from 
any seat in the room. With crystal clear audio via the 
front facing speakers is ideal when incorporating 
video presentations or remote sessions. Along with 
4K LED display technology to reduce your impact 
on the environment and your running costs.

Introducing the G-Touch® Gem Series. We have created the most powerful engaging 
touchscreens to empower presenters and engage audiences. As a leading UK based 
manufacturer of touchscreens, we work closely with a multitude of sectors to establish 
specific needs and requirements.

The Gem Series consists of the Sapphire, 
Ruby, Opal and Emerald range. Each 
range has been created to give users the 
opportunity to pick a touchscreen that 
fits their requirements and budget. All of 
the Gem Series have 4K displays, 5-year 
warranty and are Windows, Mac and 
Chromebook compatible.

User interface is one of the most important 
factors when developing digital touch 
technology. Developing a 3-touch rule 
allows users to access any function within 
3 touches, ensuring an intuitive and easy 
way to use our G-Touch® screens. 

G-TOUCH® GEM SERIES

Multi Touch Dual PenFront Facing 
Speakers

OPS SlotSpark II
Software

Anti-Glare
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G-TOUCH® EMERALD RANGE 

With our continued innovation, we’ve developed 
the highest quality G-Touch® Interactive Screen. 
The Emerald includes the latest optically bonded 
glass panel technology allowing for exceptional 
precision touch. The slender design provides for 
wide-viewing angels with next to no glare, ideal 
for making an impact and collaborative tasks.

Reduce your energy costs and carbon 
footprint! The G-Touch® interactive 
touchscreens are LED meaning they 
require less electricity to operate. 

G-TOUCH® OPAL RANGE  

The latest to the Gem Series is the G-Touch® Opal 
Range. Everything the Ruby and Sapphire has and 
more! With improved connectivity with USB Type C, 
additional memory, extra data storage and Bluetooth. 
Along with Android 11 built-in and the latest in chip 
set technology for fast and responsive use.

THE G-TOUCH® 

GEM SERIES 
INTERACTIVE 
DISPLAYS

Built-in 
Android

Gesture 
Control 

Wireless Display 
Mirroring

Blue Light 
Filter

Chipset 
Technology

USB Type C

Call us on +44 (0)1902 390 862 (UK Sales option 1) and ask for a FREE demonstration.
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“ You wouldn’t buy a mobile device 
without an accompanying App 
Store, so why would you purchase 
a touchscreen without one?”

All at your fingertips!
The Gem Series comes with the Genee App Store pre-installed. The store provides 
quick and easy access to a range of applications.

GENEE APP STORE

Microsoft
Teams

Microsoft
Office 

Onedrive

Zoom Google
Workspace

Dropbox Google
Meet
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SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT

GENEE WIRELESS 
DISPLAY MIRRORING

SPARK II
SPARK II is an interactive screen software. 
Designed to work on both interactive 
whiteboards and LED touchscreens, it 
provides a presenter with an infinite canvas 
area. As well as importing documents and 

images from local files or the internet, this software will run 
over the top of other applications allowing you to annotate, 
highlight and manipulate objects. SPARK II is available for 
FREE on all G-Touch® screens.

Watch the SPARK II product video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVfQpiJeBTE

G-VOTE
The built in G-Touch® voting system 
allows the presenter to create polls 
within seconds and the audience 
to scan a QR code and answer 
instantly. Once the audience has voted 
the presenters can see the votes 
and even view it as a pie chart.

Call us on +44 (0)1902 390 862 (UK Sales option 1) and ask for a FREE demonstration.

With more and more businesses becoming digital, 
it is important for devices to be able to integrate 
with each other. The G-Touch® Gem touchscreens 
have built-in wireless display mirroring. 

This allows everyone in the room to cast their 
Apple, Google, Android or PC device directly to the 
screen, without needing third-party applications. 

Simply, press screen mirroring on your device, 
enter the code which is displayed on the 
touchscreen and you will be connected. Providing 
immediate feedback by allowing the option 
to review answers on the main screen.



Built-in 6 arrays to achieve 
voice tracking function 

8 million high-quality 
CMOS image sensors

Built-in high-quality 
double speaker 
sound box

4K

120°
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GENEE Ai VIDEO BAR  
The all new intelligent 4K audio and video 
integrated conference camera from Genee. 
This conference camera is incredibly powerful as it adopts a 
variety of advanced Ai intelligent algorithms, and integrates 
multiple Ai framing technologies such as:

Undistorted Large-view Lens

All participants have a panoramic view, 
easily covering every corner of the meeting 
room, thanks to a 120° super-large 
viewing angle, an undistorted lens, and 
no need to adjust the lens position.

Integrated Design / Ultra HD image

A clever design that incorporates a camera, 
microphone, and speaker. It has 8 million 
high-quality CMOS image sensors and can 
produce 4K ultra-high-definition images, 
clear and realistic ultra-high-definition 
videos, vividly show character expressions 
and actions and provide image quality 
with superior clarity and resolution.

Voice Tracking / Built-in Speaker

Built-in 6 arrays to achieve voice tracking 
function, and real-time tracking of each 
speaker, allowing remote participants to 
break the limitation of distance and have an 
immersive, face-to-face experience.

Intelligent Framing
Face Detection

Sound Source 
Localisation Positioning

Voice Tracking 6 Metre 
Pickup Distance

Camera
120° Viewing Angle

Sound
Built-in Speakers

6 Array 
Microphones

Simple Connectivity
USB3.0 Plug-N-Play

ACCESSORIES
Depending on your requirements 
we have a range of accessories 
that are interoperable with 
our G-Touch® Range. 
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OPS UNIT 
Futureproof your technology investments.
OPS (Open Pluggable Specification) enables you with the ability to upgrade your 
existing touchscreens to your individual requirements, while helping to futureproof 
technology investments. The OPS unit can accommodate further, as it can be 
interchangeable with other devices. You can simply just plug in the OPS unit and 
experience all the benefits of working in a PC environment.

Available as i5, i7 and lots of memory and 
storage options to fit your needs. 

Call us on +44 (0)1902 390 862 (UK Sales option 1) and ask for a FREE demonstration.Call us on +44 (0)1902 390 862 (UK Sales option 1) and ask for a FREE demonstration.Call us on +44 (0)1902 390 862 (UK Sales option 1) and ask for a FREE demonstration.
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STANDS AND WALL MOUNTS
Designed to provide the perfect means for displaying your interactive touchscreen, 
whether in a training centre, or board room, we offer a comprehensive range of stands, 
trolleys and wall mounts. The Genee range is designed to match your needs and 
your environment within your budget. Our stands, wall mounts and trolleys have been 
selected to provide a solution for all G-Touch® Gem Series, but are also compatible 
with other branded screens. Whether you would like your screen to be wall mounted 
and placed in a permanent location, or to be on a trolley so that it can be moved 
around the room or the building, we have a mounting solution that will work for you.

See the full range here: 
http://genee-group.com/wall-mounts-trolley-and-stands/

Genee Standard Mounting

Genee Manual High-Low Range Stand and Trolley

Genee Electric High-Low Range Stand and Trolley

Genee Mobile Flip 
Trolley (Allows horizontal 
and vertical tilt)

Wall Mount

High-Low Stand

High-Low Stand

H Frame and Bracket

High-Low Trolley

High-Low Trolley Flip Trolley High-Low

Mobile Floor Trolley

STA050020

STA210110

STA210020

STA060020

STA220120

STA220020 STA110020

STA080010



GV4200W GVE100W

GV50UHD-3

GV5100HD

GVE200W

GV4200FHD

GV91004K
GV50UHD 5G

NEW 
WIRELESS 

VERSION!
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GENEE VISION VISUALISERS
Take your presentation to the next level. Display your small prototypes and printed 
documents on a larger scale. With Genee Visualisers you can make a strong impact 
on your audience, adding visual content to enhance your presentation by showing your 
content – in almost microscopic detail.

Connect your visualiser to a PC and use Genee Toolbar software to annotate, take stills, 
zoom and more. You can also do this wirelessly with the new Wireless Visualiser.

Genee Vision also allows 
you to:

• Record micro presentations
• Allows annotation over a 

live image
• Animation and time-lapse 

video (fast and slow speed)
• Canvas to integrate video, 

images and annotation
• Ability to compare and share 

multiple brainstorming work, 
quickly and simultaneously.

Call us on +44 (0)1902 390 862 (UK Sales option 1) and ask for a FREE demonstration.

The Genee Vision visualisers are a budget-friendly tool 
that reduces paper usage and the use of a photocopier, 
in turn, saving on ink and paper costs.
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WARRANTY & IN HOUSE 
TECHNICAL TEAM 

We provide warranty across all Genee 
products ranging from 3-5 years. Our 
Genee technical team are there to assist 
on any problems you may have with your 
Genee products, within your warranty 
period or outside the warranty period. 
Genee ensures to provide the ultimate 
customer experience, which is why Genee 
is one of the few AV manufacturers that 
employs its own dedicated internal UK-
based technical team, rather than sub-
contracting to a third party. You can be rest 
assured when it comes to our hardware 
support, it will be a Genee qualified 
engineer who will provide the best customer 
service and support.

TRAINING
Our training programmes are 
delivered by fully qualified Genee 
staff. This will enable you to fully utilise 
your new technology to enhance 
learning and presentations ultimately 
increasing engagement levels.

This programme is designed for skills 
training, building on the content of 
each introductory training session. 
Receive your first introductory 
training session for free when you 
purchase any G-Touch® product.

MDM GENEE CONTROL
MDM (Mobile Device Management) 
provides you will complete control of all 
your G-Touch® screens through a single, 
cloud based platform, enabling complex 
operations and tasks to be completed 
in a refreshingly simple manner.

• Control multiple devices at once
• Ability to share messages
• Updating software

SERVICES
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GENEE TESTIMONIALS
“It will allow us to hold meetings more professionally and deliver a training package 
to referees and coaches more effectively making use of the latest technology. It 
is an excellent product which suits all our business needs, it is also easy to use 
which makes it attractive for when we have external bookings for our rooms.” 

Adam Lowthorpe - CEO

“I just wanted to pass on a few words to you, the customer service from your 
support team as a whole has been fantastic, you are quick on the job and always 
do anything to sort problems out and your members of staff are incredibly 
professional. We will be sure to carry on doing business with you in the future.”

Joshua Blakemore

“Just wanted to say, what great service we have had regarding this fault, could not 
be more impressed with the speed and efficiency of the process – many thanks 
for resolving the issue. Wish all our suppliers were as efficient! Thank you again.”

Liz, Operations Manager



@GeneeGroup @GeneeGroup company/genee-group

www.genee-group.com  |  +44 (0)1902 390 862  |  enquiries@genee-group.com

E&OE. Warranty subject to registration and terms and conditions. Call us now to find out more.

Genee is a 
leading UK manufacturer.


